CONSORTIUM OF NATIONAL LAW UNIVERSITIES
CALENDAR for CLAT-2021
PART-A
Sr.
Particulars
Date/Year
No.
(2021)
1 Release of the final Answer Key
27.07.2021
2 Declaration of consolidated Merit List
28.07.2021
3 Publication of Counselling Invite List
29.07.2021
PART-B (Schedule for the Counselling)
Sr.
Particulars
Date/Year
Remarks
No.
(2021)
4
Counselling Registration Process 29.07.2021 1) Candidates will pay Rs.50,000/-to
(By invitation to approximately
to
block the seat
five times the number of seats in 30.07.2021 2) Filling up of preferences
each category)
upto 12
(Minimum five preferences
Noon
should be filled)
5

Publication of First Allotment 01.08.2021 Only students registered for
List and payment of fee to the
to
Counselling will be considered.
respective NLUs
05.08.2021
(All NLUs to verify the documents
(Candidates will eitherand accept the candidate after
1) Accept/Lock the seat and
receiving the fee at their end.
upload documents and pay fee
Update
the
details
online
to the NLUs; OR
‘Accepted’ or ‘Not Accepted’ with
2) Apply for upgrade and submit
reasons.)
documents and pay fee to the
NLUs; OR
3) Exit admission process)

6

Publication of Second Allotment
List and payment of fee to the
respective NLUs
(Newly allotted candidate will
either1) Accept/Lock the seat and
upload documents and pay fee
to the NLUs; OR
2) Apply for upgrade and submit
documents and pay fee to the
NLUs; OR
3) Exit admission process)
Publication of Third List and
payment of fee to the respective
NLUs (Newly allotted candidate
will either1) Accept/Lock the seat and
upload documents and pay fee
to the NLUs; OR
2) Apply for upgrade and submit
documents and pay fee to the
NLUs; OR
3) Exit admission process)

7

09.08.2021 Candidates
registered
for
to
Counselling and also those applied
10.08.2021 for up gradation in the First List.
(All NLUs to verify the documents
and accept the candidate after
receiving the fee at their end.
Update
the
details
online
‘Accepted’ or ‘Not Accepted’ with
reasons.)

13.08.2021 Candidates
registered
for
to
counselling and also those applied
14.08.2021 for up gradation in the First List
and Second List.
(All NLUs to verify the documents
and accept the candidate after
receiving the fee at their end.
Update
the
details
online
‘Accepted’ or ‘Not Accepted’ with
reasons.)

8

9

Publication of Fourth Allotment
List and payment of fee to
respective NLUs (Newly allotted
candidate will either1) Accept/Lock the seat and
upload documents and pay fee
to the NLU; OR
2) Apply for upgrade and submit
documents and pay fee to the
NLUs; OR
3) Exit admission process)
Publication of Fifth and Final List
and payment of fee to the
respective NLUs (Newly allotted
candidate will either1) Accept/Lock the seat and
upload documents and pay fee
to the NLUs; OR
2) Exit admission process)

17.08.2021 Candidates
registered
for
to
counselling and also those applied
18.8.2021 for up gradation in the First,
Second and Third List.
(All NLUs to verify the documents
and accept the candidate after
receiving the fee at their end.
Update
the
details
online
‘Accepted’ or ‘Not Accepted’ with
reasons.)
**
20.08.2021 Candidates
registered
for
to
counselling and also those applied
21.08.2021 for up gradation in the First,
(5:00 p.m.) Second, Third and Fourth List.

(All NLUs to verify the documents
and accept the candidate after
receiving the fee at their end.
Update
the
details
online
‘Accepted’ or ‘Not Accepted’ with
reasons.)
CLOSURE OF ADMISSIONS BY THE CONSORTIUM
Note to Part C:
1) The Candidates are requested to kindly visit the Consortium website regularly for
updates.
2) The Candidates should also visit websites of member NLUs for details with regard to the
fee to be paid and the documents to be submitted for acceptance of their candidature.
3) The Candidates are requested to check the individual NLU websites for further vacancies
after the closure of the fifth list by the Consortium. Admission against vacancies, if any,
shall be made by individual NLUs strictly in accordance with CLAT-2021 merit.
** PS: If the candidates who have been allotted seats in the First to Fourth Allocation Lists
want to withdraw their provisional admission, they shall do it on or before August 18,
2021. After the said date, Rs. 10,000/- (Rs. Ten Thousand Only) will be deducted from the
Counselling fee for blocking the seat and putting the awaiting candidates at disadvantage.

